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Abstract

result, it has become increasingly necessary to enable
appropriate handling of multilingual information in
text processing systems. Although there is increasing interest in ltering multimedia information, the
focus of our research is on text ltering because of
the quantity of text being generated, the fact graphic
information is often accompanied by text captions,
and because a large body of text manipulation techniques has been developed for information retrieval
applications.

An emerging requirement to sift through the increasing ood of text information has led to the rapid
development of information ltering technology in
the past ve years. This study introduces novel approaches for ltering texts regardless of their source
language. We begin with a brief description of related
developments in text ltering and multilingual information retrieval. We then present three alternative
approaches to selecting texts from a multilingual information stream which represent a logical evolution
from existing techniques in related disciplines. Finally, a practical automated performance evaluation
The earliest commonly cited reference in which the intechnique is proposed.
formation ltering problem was described is the ACM
President's Letter by Peter Denning from the Communications of the ACM of March 1982. Denning's
objective was to broaden the discussion which had
Automatic ltering of information from text sources traditionally focused on generation of information to
has become increasingly important as the volume of include reception of information as well. In the paper
electronically accessible texts has exploded in recent he describes the need to lter information arriving by
years. Among these sources of electronically accessi- electronic mail in order to separate urgent messages
ble texts are news stories, journal articles and elec- from routine ones and restrict the display of routine
tronic discussion forums. Since it would be imprac- messages in a way that matches the personal mentical for any individual to examine every available tal bandwidth of the user. Among his approaches to
source to determine whether interesting information achieving that goal is a \content lter." The term
was present, some form of information ltering is re- \information ltering" is now commonly identied
quired. Information ltering systems are designed to with the idea of text selection based on content.
sift through large quantities of dynamically generated Over the subsequent decade, occasional papers retexts and display only those which may be relevant porting the performance of a variety of information
ltering applications have appeared. While electo a user's interests.
As advanced technology continues to reduce the tronic mail was the original domain about which Denexpense of international communications, the value ning had written, subsequent papers have addressed
of information for business, government and personal newswire articles, USENET news articles, technical
use will become less sensitive to its location. As a reports, and broader network resources. A signicant
contribution to the emergence of information ltering
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2.2 Multilingual Retrieval

(now known as ARPA) each year since 1989 3]. The
principal thrust of the MUC project has been the
application of natural language techniques to the extraction of specic information from messages. In
1990 DARPA established the TIPSTER project to
fund the research eorts of several of the MUC participants 8]. TIPSTER added an emphasis on the use of
statistical information retrieval to preselect messages
for natural language processing.
In November of 1991 Bellcore and ACM SIGOIS
jointly sponsored a workshop on \High Performance
Information Filtering" that brought together a substantial quantity of research to establish a basis for
more rapid development of the eld. A group of signicant papers from that workshop were published
in a special issue of the Communications of the ACM
in December, 1992 1, 7]. In 1992 the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) capitalized
on DARPA's experience with TIPSTER by cosponsoring an annual Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)
focused on information ltering and retrieval 9].

Nevil denes three types of text retrieval systems:
monolingual systems, multilingually searchable systems, and fully multilingual systems 11]. Some socalled multilingual information retrieval systems are
actually a collection of monolingual systems that are
all developed using the same tools. Such systems allow the user to choose among several languages, but
once that choice is made, both the query and the documents are restricted to that language. Our use of
the term \multilingual" corresponds to Nevil's concept of a multilingually searchable system in which
the query may be expressed in a language dierent
from that of the document. A fully multilingual system, in which the user may choose to display any
document in any language, could in principle be built
upon the foundation of such a multilingually searchable system through automatic machine translation
of the selected documents.

2.1 Terminology

Interest in information retrieval grew out of the increasing ability to archive enormous amounts of information as media costs decreased and communications
capacity increased. Much of the research in information retrieval has been conducted from the perspective of library science. Salton began the study of
multilingual information retrieval twenty ve years
ago. In those experiments he used a manually constructed multilingual thesaurus to map terms from
either English or French documents to a common set
of concepts. Natural language queries were similarly
mapped and his SMART vector space information
retrieval system was used to select appropriate documents. The reported results indicate that retrieval
performance is not aected signicantly by the choice
of query language. Salton later found the same result for documents accessed by queries in English and
Russian 14].

The term \Information Retrieval" has been commonly applied to the retrieval of relevant information from relatively static collections that are not
amenable to organization as a relational database.
When retrieval of text information is intended, the
term \text retrieval" is often used.
The terminology in information ltering is less well
standardized. A closely related concept is \routing."
In routing the goal is to ensure that each document
is routed to at least one member of a specied group.
Routing is a special case of the more general concept
of information ltering since in information ltering
we allow for the possibility that some documents may
not be selected for display at all. Sometimes the term
\selective dissemination of information" is used to refer to information ltering, although other authors
use that term to refer to routing.
In information ltering applications the specication of a user's interests is often referred to as a \prole." Each prole may include several interest specications, which are analogous to the queries posed
by the user in an information retrieval context. In an
analogy to the function performed by a newspaper editor, the texts to be ltered are frequently referred to
as \articles" and the text information stream itself is
called \news." Although ltering can also be applied
to journal articles, technical reports, and many other
types of documents, we have adopted this \news" terminology in the discussion which follows.

Subsequent researchers have applied essentially the
same approach, although increasingly sophisticated
algorithms and user interfaces and rapid advances
in hardware capabilities have signicantly improved
performance. Recent results from the European Multilingual Information Retrieval project are reported
in 13]. Pollitt and Ellis argue forcefully for the
eectiveness of techniques based on a multilingual
thesaurus 12] and Nelson has integrated thesaurusbased retrieval with machine translation to develop
a fully multilingual information retrieval system for
English readers of Japanese texts 10].
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3 Multilingual Filtering

3.2 Term Vector Translation

Errors in word sense selection can adversely aect
ltering performance when text translation is employed. If, instead of transforming each word in the
source language into a unique word in the target language, we were to transform it into a distribution on
words in the target language then the performance
degradation associated with incorrect word sense selection might be mitigated. We call this approach
term vector translation. While text translation can
be used with almost any ltering technique (boolean
keyword matching, vector space mapping, inference
networks, etc.), the term vector translation approach
will work only with vector space mapping techniques.
Vector space mapping is an approach originally developed for information retrieval technique which provides a basis for ranking documents by their degree of
similarity with a query. In the vector space technique
the set of terms in a document is represented as a
vector, where each component of the vector is a function of the frequency with which that term appears in
the document. Step functions, logarithms and functions which account for the frequency of the term in
the entire collection are all commonly used. Indexing
terms are often chosen as a subset of the words in
the collection of documents. In large collections relatively few of the terms will appear in each document,
resulting in sparse term frequency vectors. One commonly used similarity measure is the cosine of the
angle between two vectors which is computed as the
inner product of two normalized vectors. The vector
space technique was introduced in Salton's SMART
system 15].
Term vector translation avoids the complexity of
the word sense disambiguation required in text translation by using a statistical word-by-word machine
translation algorithm in which the frequency of each
term in a source language term frequency vector is
used to nd the expected frequency of terms in the
target language term frequency vector. The complete
target language term frequency vector is formed by
summing the expected frequency of each term in the
target language over every term in the source language.
This approach requires a multilingual lexicon that
species a distribution on the possible translations
for every term. Methods for collecting similar statistics from a large bilingual document collection have
been developed for statistical machine translation research 2]. Since term vector translation does not require the complex mathematical model used in statistical machine translation, we expect that the parameter estimation task will be quite tractable if a rep-

The objective of multilingual information ltering is
to evaluate articles from an information stream and
select those which are relevant to a user's interest regardless of their source language. Once a relatively
small set of relevant articles is identied, scarce translation resources can be devoted to only those articles.
We have developed three approaches to multilingual
information ltering: text translation, term vector
translation, and latent semantic coindexing.

3.1 Text Translation

The goal of text translation is to transform each term
in the source language into a form useful for retrieval.
The multilingual thesauri which have shown good results in multilingual information retrieval are one example of such a technique. A multilingual thesaurus
maps each of the terms in a source language to one
or more members of a set of manually selected concepts in such a way that the concept representation is
language independent. When the mapping is one-tomany, word sense disambiguation is required to determine which mapping should be chosen for a specic
instance of a word. Queries are similarly mapped,
and the relevance determination is made in the manually constructed concept space.
Machine translation oers a more sophisticated approach to text translation. Each arriving article can
be automatically translated into the user's preferred
language. Although present machine translation systems may not produce perfect translations, the sophisticated linguistic analysis required for machine
translation may result in better input to the ltering
process than could be obtained using a multilingual
thesaurus.
Many machine translation systems generate an intermediate representation of the text and then generate the translated text from that intermediate representation. When the intermediate representation
is independent of the specic language pair selected
it is known as an interlingua 5]. A sophisticated
data structure is frequently used to preserve both
structural information and the unresolvable ambiguity that must be known to accurately generate the
target language output. It is possible to extract the
words (or word senses) from the data structure, but
it may be more eective to exploit other aspects of
the representation to add a natural language component to the ltering process. If an interlingual representation could be exploited eectively to improve
relevance determinations, a variety of source and user
languages could be accommodated seamlessly.
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make relevance determinations on what is essentially
a monolingual collection of articles. In latent semantic coindexing we rst perform a singular value decomposition on a training collection of multilingual
documents in which each document contains several
versions of a single text, one version for each language. By eliminating small singular values which
correspond to term usage variations we expect that
cross-linguistic term usage variations will be suppressed as well. Term vectors can then be transformed into concept vectors using the resulting matrix regardless of their source language. We expect
that similar articles in dierent languages would be
transformed directly into similar concept vectors.
Suboptimal alignment of the concept space can,
however, become a problem when LSI is used for
information ltering. If new articles diverge significantly from the set of concepts in the original collection, the set of singular vectors which represent
\typical" term frequency and span the concept space
may become less relevant to the newly arriving ar3.3 Latent Semantic Coindexing
ticles. Periodic recomputation of the singular value
The term cooccurrence information present in a par- decomposition can mitigate this diculty, however.
allel bilingual training corpus can be exploited more
directly by an approach we call latent semantic coindexing. Latent semantic coindexing is an extension
of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), a vector space in- One of the key advantages of multilingual informaformation retrieval method based on factor analysis tion ltering over a set of monolingual information
which has demonstrated improved performance over ltering systems is that all user relevance judgments
the original vector space technique used in Salton's are available to improve future relevance feedback reSMART system 4].
gardless of the source language of any particular artiThe rst step in LSI is to perform a singular value cle. Thus, even users able to read multiple languages
decomposition on a set of representative documents may benet from the wider scope of relevance feedand then set the smallest singular values (which are back data available from the larger volume of articles.
thought to correspond to term usage variations) to Two issues remain to be addressed: the availability of
zero. This representative collection can be obtained a parallel multilingual training corpus and a methodthrough random selection of documents arriving over ology for performance evaluation.
an arbitrary period. The singular value decomposi- The availability of a multilingual training corpus
tion and selection results in a matrix that can be used is a signicant issue for both term vector translation
to map newly arriving articles into a \concept vector" and latent semantic coindexing. Several such corpora
space. These concept vectors are then compared to are available in electronic form, but the relatively nara set of interest concept vectors that are developed row scope of some of these corpora could limit lterin the same way from natural language specications ing eectiveness over broader domains. The Canaof user interests. Cosine similarity measures are used dian Parliament has produced a collection with relato score the article against each interest in the prole tively broad coverage, although only in a single lanso that a pointer to the article can be added to the guage pair (French and English) that should be use\reading list" for each interest in decreasing order of ful for comparing the performance of our three apsimilarity to that interest. Foltz reports results us- proaches.
ing LSI for ltering news articles in 6] and Foltz and Another signicant issue is performance evaluaDumais apply LSI to ltering technical reports in 7]. tion. Two common measures of eectiveness in inBoth text translation and term vector translation formation ltering and retrieval are recall and preciuse some form of automatic translation to transform sion. Recall is dened as the ratio of relevant texts
each article into a common representation and then that are retrieved to the relevant texts that are availresentative parallel bilingual training corpus is available.
In cases where one word has several possible translations we expect that some \spreading" of the distribution represented by the term frequency vector will
occur as each term is mapped to a distribution on
terms in the target language. This would result in a
more nearly uniform in the target language than in
the source language. As a result, the amount of structural information available for a vector space document selection method to exploit will likely be reduced. While this may adversely aect retrieval performance, we expect that the term vector translation
technique will achieve a signicant reduction in computational complexity when compared to automatic
machine translation. Furthermore, this slight attening of the distribution may be less harmful to retrieval
performance than incorrect selection of a word sense
would be when the text translation approach is used.

4 Discussion
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proaches require training data, we plan to partition
that parallel bilingual corpus into separate training
and evaluation sets.
We rst compute the baseline set of similarity measures using the baseline technique and an arbitrary
query. We then compute a set of similarity measures
for each of our three information ltering approaches
using that same query. As a measure of similarity
between a vector of scores computed using one multilingual ltering approach and the vector of scores
computed using our baseline approach we propose to
compute the cosine similarity measure between the
two score vectors.
For each technique that produces a large cosine
(near 1.0) we will conclude that the scores (and hence
the ranking) produced by the multilingual technique
is very similar to those produced by the baseline technique and therefore similar recall and precision can be
expected. Since the performance of the baseline technique is well characterized, such a result would provide useful information about the performance of the
the multilingual information ltering approach being
evaluated.
If the cosine turns out to be too small we would
only be able to conclude that a signicantly dierent
ranking would likely be produced by the two techniques. It would not, however, be possible to determine the eect of these dierences on recall and precision because it is possible for quite dierent rankings to generate similar recall and precision. In such
cases it would be necessary to obtain a scored corpus
and compare the recall and precision of the various
approaches directly.
Our text translation approach allows the application of any ltering technique to the translated texts,
and term vector translation allows the application of
any vector space mapping technique. Since latent semantic coindexing incorporates LSI, we believe that
the use of LSI as the ltering technique for other two
approaches will facilitate performance comparisons.
We also believe that application of LSI to just the
English portion of a bilingual test corpus will establish a useful baseline score vector. For this baseline
case the singular value decomposition should be computed using only the English language portion of the
training corpus to prevent cooccurrence information
in the French texts from inuencing the choice of singular vectors.
We expect to gain some insight into the set of acceptable values for our similarity measure from a separate experiment on the test portion of the parallel
bilingual corpus. Our intent is to determine the variation that results from the manual translation used to

able. Precision is dened as the ratio of relevant texts
that are retrieved to the total number of texts that
are retrieved. During design of an information ltering system it is often possible to increase either recall
or precision at the expense of the other, so it is common to report the precision for a range of values of
recall.
Although the concepts of recall and precision are
well dened, there are two diculties with their application to information ltering. The most basic problem is that relevance itself is not easily determined because human relevance judgments exhibit signicant
variability between observers. Furthermore, evaluators sometimes nd it dicult to render a binary relevance judgment on a specic combination of a text
and a query. The second diculty has a more practical basis. Although precision can be evaluated by
making relevance judgments on the relatively few articles that are selected by a ltering algorithm, relevance judgments must be made for every article in
order to evaluate recall. Since the number of articles
can grow without bound, some sampling approach is
required to develop an estimate of recall.
Precision and recall help to characterize the performance of an information ltering system, but computational complexity is also a signicant issue in practical applications. Typically, information retrieval
system architectures are optimized for execution of
changing queries against relatively stable text corpora. In information ltering the typical situation
is just the opposite. Algorithms and data structures
must be constructed with this in mind. Furthermore,
in some information ltering applications (such as
newswire distribution within a newspaper oce), the
lter must operate in near-real time. Many application environments also experience rapid growth in
news volume, placing a premium on techniques which
can be applied on progressively larger scales. Thus
there is a three dimensional tradeo in information
ltering system design between recall, precision and
computational complexity.
While it would be desirable to evaluate the precision and recall of each technique over the same set
of articles and then compare their performance. the
lack of a scored test corpus over any domain similar to
that of an existing parallel multilingual training corpus makes that approach impractical at present. A
more feasible evaluation technique is to compare the
performance of each new technique with a baseline
technique for which the recall and precision have been
well established. We will describe such an approach
using the parallel English/French corpus produced by
the Canadian Parliament. Because two of our ap5

construct the corpus. We will rst manually translate
the query into French and then construct a vector of
scores using LSI on only the French texts. The cosine between this vector and the baseline score vector
represents the limiting performance the applying LSI
to manual translations can achieve.

7]

5 Conclusion
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The explosion of digital information and the impor- 9]
tance of that information for both social and commercial purposes motivates our study of multilingual information ltering. The recent development of latent
semantic indexing and statistical machine translation 10]
provide tools with the potential to achieve adequate
performance at moderate cost. At the same time,
continuing improvements in machine translation performance have led us to consider application of that
technology to multilingual information ltering when
performance requirements justify the substantial in- 11]
vestment required. We believe that the three approaches we have proposed have the potential to satisfy a broad range of requirements when information
in multiple languages must be monitored and disseminated.
12]
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